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Q1

Please provide the name and title of the nominee.

Name Timothy Tinajero

Title Senior Operator/Trainer

Company Kimberlite Corporation

Q2

How long has this nominee been employed by your organization?

7 years

Q3

What has been the nominee's progression of positions within your organization over the course of his/her tenure?

Timothy started in 2014 as a dispatcher. In 2020 he was promoted to Senior Operator and Trainer for the Swing Shift.

Q4

How long has the nominee served in his/her current position?

2 years

Q5

What is the nominee's experience, both within your organization and in the security industry?

Timothy has experience in dispatching for both fire and burglary alarms. He has served as both an active dispatcher as well as high 
level data support for programing. Timothy also has experience in training over 10 successful trainees.
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Q6

What is the nominee's industry education, job-specific education and training, and industry certifications?

Vigil Client User Training
SonIP Training
Operator Etiquette – Customer Service Best Practices
Sonitrol Cloud Access
Partnering with Law Enforcement

Q7

Describe the nominee's current areas of responsibility.

Timothy serves as Senior Operator and Trainer. He currently trains all incoming swing shift operators as well as provides all other 
operators with support during their shift.

Q8

Describe the nominee's performance level, generally, on the job.

From the very first day Timothy joined Kimberlite, he has performed above expectations. Not only does Timothy regularly dispatch on 
valid alarms, he completes all expected tasks quickly and is able to work together to help his team finish their incident reports ahead 
of schedule.
Timothy was awarded the 2020 SNDA (SONITROL NATIONAL DEALERS ASSOCIATION) – Top Operator.

Q9

Provide three examples of how the nominee demonstrates that he/she is a team player on the job.

1. Timothy enters Central Station with a positive attitude that doesn’t quit through his entire shift. His attitude is contagious in the high 
stress environment of a busy Central Station. 
2. Timothy does not shy away from helping his team when things get busy. He consistently offers to call the responsible parties while 
his peers are dispatching on an alarm to help get a responder to an alarm. This helps his peers focus just on talking to emergency 
responders while they can count on he’s got that part of a dispatch handled.
3. Timothy consistently helps his peers complete their incident reports ahead of schedule.

Q10

Has the nominee ever been promoted? Provide details.

Timothy was promoted in 2019 to Senior Operator and Trainer. He was hand selected by the general manager for his attitude and 
willingness to help his peers.
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Q11

Describe an exemplary call during which someone's life and/or property were saved due to the actions of the nominee.
How did the nominee make a difference in that dispatch?

An activation came in from a single camera at one of our commercial clients. While two individuals walking by outside a fence may not 
seem like threatening activity, Timothy noticed something different. The last two seconds of the video, two men paused right at the 
large electrical box inside the fence line and then the camera footage cut out. This resulted in Timothy dispatching as an active 
burglary in progress. Those two men were apprehended and charged with breaking and entering. It turns out, that last two seconds that 
Timothy noticed were when the men cut the power connected to the cameras and jumped the fence.
Without Timothy’s attention to detail and operator instincts, these burglars would have made it into the yard and without a camera 
watching guard. Timothy made that apprehension happen. This commercial client struggles with catalytic converters being stolen 
which results in over 10 thousand dollars in damages. Timothy was able to protect their property as well as build further trust with the 
client that Kimberlite is the best choice for their protection.

Q12

In what ways does the nominee help to boost morale within the Monitoring Center?

Timothy always goes into things with a positive attitude. He can light up a room by just existing within it. On particularly busy days, 
Timothy makes the effort to make sure that everyone is in communication. That may be sending out a fun fact through the instant 
messenger or just asking everyone if they’ve seen the new Disney+ show to get everyone talking. He keeps all interactions with his 
peers light and positive.

Q13

Please describe any other information the judges should know about this nominee.

Timothy had an unconventional start with Kimberlite. He was working at a local fast food place when our general manager Marcos 
Reyes went through the drive through. Being incredibly impressed with how Timothy handled himself and his spirit, Marcos gave him a 
card saying that he would be welcome to join the Kimberlite family if he wanted to. The next day Timothy called and he’s been part of 
our family ever since.

Q14

Why does this nominee deserve to win the TMA Monitoring Center Operator of the Year award?Provide examples of
when this person went beyond normal expectations to provide exceptional customer service.

Our Central Station wouldn’t be the same without Timothy. There have been multiple times that he has come in to cover shifts for his 
peers or just make sure everyone feels heard. There isn’t a day that Timothy isn’t focused on trying to do his part to improve 
someone’s day. Timothy also gives the time to make sure that every customer feels heard when they call in. We have a few 
customers that are very demanding with their changes. Timothy is one of the few people who have won over our most difficult 
responsible parties by ensuring their changes are completed in a timely manner, with no errors.

Q15
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